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Abstract

The Paper House is a speculative future scenario for Kedelsmedjen, the last 
remaining historical building on Paper Island in Copenhagen. In this scena-
rio, we see it become a children’s theatre and stagecraft school.  
It would host hands-on workshops of scenography, acting, movement 
and a public stage for children to show their work in a public or semi-public 
setting. The Paper House is imagined as a satellite of The Royal Theatre’s 
children strategy. The children would be able to use the house as part of 
their school teachings and/or in their free time. The project takes its starting 
points in the existing lack of children’s theatres of this kind and in the shift 
happening to the program and character of Paper Island.

Balten, Pieter (1570): A Performance of the Farce ’Een Cluyte van Plaeyerwa-
ter’ (A Clod from Plaeyerwater) at a Flemish Kermi
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 (...) Children’s theatre is much more than just entertainment. Art 
and culture help the children to understand the society and the world 

they are part of. At the same time, the performances get the imagination 
going, and they let the little ones dream big and live out their own little 

adventure. 
 - Det Kongelige Teater, Børneteater - her kan du tage de mindste 
med (2022)

1. Problem framing / Theatre for kids
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1. Problem framing / Paper Island

Public activity on Paper Island in 2014 © berlingske.dk

Byggeskolen BIBIANA at Papirøen (until 2022) © BIBIANA, 
Kedelsmedjen, Papirøen

A shift happening in the program and character of Paper Island

industrial site off limits to the public -> the fourth-most visited public attraction in Copenhagen -> 
teardown and new project kickoff -> new urban idstrict with housing, hotel, food hall (commercial 
activities)

“In the coming years, PAPIRØEN will go on another journey, when the island is developed into a 
new urban district with innovative architecture, a water culture center, international hotel, food 
hall, housing and unique cultural offerings.” - papirooen.dk

“Paper Island is an example of how Copenhagen is transforming from an industrial city to a 
place for people.” - Cobe



1. Problem framing / Paper Island

Byggeskolen BIBIANA at Papirøen (until 2022) © BIBIANA, 
Kedelsmedjen, Papirøen

render by Cobe of the future Paper Island

=



How can we revitalize Kedelsmedjen by creating in it a space for 
teaching children stagecraft, with a starting point in the building’s 
location, the interior tectonics and its history?

Linking the island’s historical name with one of the most versati-
le and sustainable materials - paper, we will investigate how it can 
work as a driver in the process and the leitmotif of the project.

Our aim is to keep the program of this building public and create 
space for a meaningful and socially productive activity - for the chil-
dren, their parents and visitors from outside.

2. Project statement

Theatre on the Fly by Assemble Studio, an experimental temporary venue (2012) Ingmar Bergman, Fanny och Alexander (1982)



3. Interdisciplinarity / Theatre and architecture

Set model by Ralph Koltai for Shakespeare’s 
As You Like It, V&A 1967

Set design model by Anna Viebrock

Interdisciplinary collaboration between a set designer and  
architect brought the two paths to a meeting point - a relatively big 
architectural model (1:25) that became one of the main working 
tools of the project.



4. Introduction to site



Rolls of paper being loaded onto ships at Paper Island © Københavns Museum

4. Site / History



Papirøen as a construction site, © Cobe 4. Site / General context



the background drawings is a map made by Cobe, and the red building is our 
intervention - a collage of the building which was missing on the original drawing.

4. Site / Kedelsmedjen in its surroundings



Kedelsmedjen, Transgravsvej 11 © kbhbilleder.dk

4. Site / The building



map of part of central Copenhagen showing (in red) on the left: The Old 
Stage, in the center the Playhouse, on the right the Opera and the 

Paper House in between the last two, own drawing

4. Site / Tactical location



exterior

4. Site / Registration



ground floor - entrance, corridor and old cafè

N

4. Site / Registration



ground floor - SW

N

4. Site / Registration



ground floor - NE

N

4. Site / Registration



first floor
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4. Site / Registration



second floor
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4. Site / Registration



5. Stakeholders and strategy
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5. Stakeholders and strategy / The Royal Theatre
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5. Stakeholders and strategy / The Royal Theatre



THE PAPER HOUSE

TRANGRAVSVEJ 11

CONTEXT -  
CHRISTIANSHOLM -  
INDRE BY

THE PAPER HOUSE

( (

2 summer theatre camp © Teatro Franco Parenti
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1 visualisation by Cobe for the area 
close to Kedelsmedjen

3 summer theatre camp © Teatro Franco Parenti
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5. Stakeholders and strategy / Strategy diagram



5. Stakeholders and strategy / References

Teatro Franco Parenti in Milan as a reference of a prominent 
theatre having a very rich and successful programme for chil-
dren, consisting of workshops, summer schools, camps, etc.

© Teatro Franco Parenti



6. Imagination, body and voice - Spatial 
planning and situations



N
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6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial planning

- main stage

- workshop in the NE - transport of 
set elements to the stage 

- openings to facilitate transition

N

- room for movement training

- new raised floor to improve tactility 
(training in socks or barefoot)

- kitchenette

- voice and acting room - acoustic  
panels

- space dividers for smaller areas

- platform seating - improvised stage for 
rehearsals 

Imagination Body Voice
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6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial planning



6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial planning

process of finding the optimal position for the lift, testing various 
paths and accessibility scenarios



ground floor - workshop - filtering light
(Imagination)

ground floor - stage and backstage - wall cladding and coulisse, 
partition wall
(Imagination)

6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial situations

Some of the earliest drawings were concept collages exploring one 
spatial experience, or situation, on each floor.  
The moments we chose were: a working station in the workshop, 
the transition between stage and backstage, ...



first floor - room for body training and movement - 
meeting between floor and feet

(Body)

second floor - room for voice exercise, acting and rehearsal - acoustic panels
(Voice)

... the meeting between bare feet and a floor texture in the room for 
movement training, and a reading excercise in the voice room. 

6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial situations



Those sketches of spatial situations gave us useful insight for indivi-
duating what the main spatial elements of our project were. Each of 
them contributed to the spatial experiences we imagined and facili-
tated the use of the space. 

window blinds partition wallseating floor panel acoustic wall claddingmodular stage

6. Imagination, body and voice / Spatial elements



7. Paper



© 2020 NANA.LAB Scenografie

Paper stands for the versatility and the infinite ways of 
using it, the infinite directions imagination can go in. 

We choose paper as our main material because of it light-
ness, because it is close to every one of us since our smallest 
age - it is the first thing we are given on our creative path.

We also choose paper because of its big potential to be sus-
tainable and reused many times.

Our site’s historical name is Paper Island, which gives it a 
symbolical side as well.

Paper represents the illusionism in theatre - the possibility to 
build and create realistic 3d looking worlds out of flat, paper 
surfaces.

We source our inspiration in the way set designers often build 
models out of paper, and in the way these set designs then 
get built – often out of cheap, paper-like materials, that for a 
while represent a whole new world but last little – until the next 
performance takes place.

7. Paper / Paper as leitmotif

Leitmotif is a term originating from opera, where it referred to a recurring melody that played along with a character or allusion to 
a theme whenever one or the other appeared on stage. Once more commonly spelled leitmotiv, it derives from the German words 
for "leading" (leit) and "motive" (Motif). Like motif, leitmotif sees its own expanded use to mean “a recurring theme” 
                      - Merriam-Webster

Philippe Chaperon (1823-1906)  
Set design models for La Maschera ou nuits de Venise

Paper as letimotif



Buckminster Fuller, 1954 Triennale in Milan, a geodesic dome structure made of corrugated cardboard. In Mon-
treal in 1957, built a construction featuring a geodetic division of space. A diameter of 9.5m and was constructed 
from only two different standard elements. Those elements, a total of about one hundred pieces, were made of 
flat cardboard boxes covered on the outside with an aluminium sheet.

7. Paper / References

Paper as a material - a way to develop form



7. Paper / References

HERMÈS AT MILAN DESIGN WEEK 
2021

ASSEMBLE STUDIO, Theatre on The Fly

SHIGERU BAN / Paper House
This was the first project in which paper 
tubes were authorized for use as a  
structural basis in a permanent building.

PAPER AS A CONSTRUCTION ELEMENT PAPER AS A LIGHT FILTER PAPER AS PARTITION WALL OR CLADDING



7. Paper / Paper making

tearing the paper waste in 
pieces and soaking it in water

after 2 hours, blend the soaked 
paper with more water

transfer the pulp into a long 
container

add water so that the pulp is 
covered

extract a layer of pulp on a flat 
drain/net and place on a towel, 
drain as much water as possi-
ble out and let dry

the final result after it has been 
dried. the pink shade is due 
to some residues of red pa-
per that was among the paper 
waste we used

Process of making paper



7. Paper / Folding paper - mockups

Molo studio, textile space dividers

Le Klint wall lamp, 1950s

youtube tutorial, QiDaoYu



7. Paper / Filtering light

type 0 (full coverage) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 1 (80cm from the floor) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 1b (80cm from the floor, 1 row on top open) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 2 (125cm from the floor) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 2b (125cm from the floor, 1 row on top open) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 3 (from the floor, 1 row on top open) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 4b (from top until the row of brown tiles) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 4 (from the row of brown tiles, 1 row on top open) - March - 09h/12h/15h

type 0/c (full coverage, one piece) - March - 09h/12h/15h

no blinds - March - 09h/12h/15h



7. Paper / Waterproofing paper

upper left: washable paper; upper right: Modelspan, a tissue paper usually used for airplane models; 
lower left and right: Tyvek

a tryout of using beeswax to coat paper and make it washable



PAPER FACTOR

7. Paper / Paper Factor



Inlay Flow #1 Ruts White (Round CX) Piano Concrete Piano Light Grey Informale Light Grey Inlay Tortora Inlay Lunar

Ruts Olive Terrazzo Veins Olive Terrazzo Ruts Red

7. Paper / Paper Factor



8. Proposal


